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Stupid Claim for a Globe Earth

I was on a Christian site that has many good articles and I have been on this site before. This time, I 
went to their forum and saw they had a section on the flat earth. As it turned out this section it was 
critical of  flat earth belief. I looked at the first post that was done by the moderator and read it. He 
had a picture of an eyeball on it with the following – which is paraphrased: 

If the earth is flat why can’t you see a candle 30 miles away? So, this is his great intelligent claim 
for a globe earth! How stupid. I’m sure he assumes, as he didn’t say outright, that it’s the curve in 
that prevents one from seeing a candle light.

Here is what he didn’t think of or maybe doesn’t want to think of is, that's why sailors can see 
lighthouses further away than 30 miles (on a clear night). If their claim is because it’s higher, this 
doesn’t figure for the distance below the horizon would be greater than the height. 

Another point, if a candle was taken to the state of Kansas, for example, where for 200 miles the 
state if literally flatter than a pancake, you won’t be able to see the candle BUT that is because the 
light is so weak that it can’t travel that far. In fact, if you took this candle 1 mile you probably 
couldn’t see it either AND, the object would simply be too small to see. Now, if you take a 
spotlight, place it about 6 feet above the ground, you would probably be able to see it (weather 
permitting). What would his answer be? He can’t claim that the light is shinning through the crust 
of the earth.

Now, if you can’t see the light (because it’s not strong enough) would he admit it? If he does, why 
doesn’t he use a more powerful light source for his example? 

If an object, such as a car were to go down a straight highway in Kansas, and it goes out of sight, 
would he think that it went behind the curve? If he did, he would have to be reminded that the state 
of Kansas is flat – so the curve excuse is not the answer.

I have been saying for awhile now that some people can be spot on when it comes to other truths 
but be totally off when it comes to something else. Therefore, we should not discount other good 
articles that a person posts. Of course, there are many people that are totally part of the Babylonian 
system, but other wise, we have to check what we read and don’t believe everything a person says –
as there might be some areas where he/she is wrong.

NASA: The end of mankind “leaked document.”

It's would not surprise me that NASA is hiding more information from us than the flat earth. Here, 
we see their plans of reducing the world population. https://youtu.be/eN4XICOyRb8
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NASA space shuttle pagan symbols

It doesn't surprise us that NASA uses symbolism in their space programs and rockets. Names, of 
course, are all pagan gods. Here is a video to check out (click here).

Demons Assisting World's Top Magicians

Demons caught assisting world's top magicians; connection to the Illuminati. We all know of the 

https://youtu.be/z569ty8ErY4


lluminati involved with NASA and the flat earth but do you know that they are involved in what we 
call magic? Click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qa5eOUrHrc

